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FOREWORD

This pamphlet contains the rapporteurs' reports of the two

round tables at the first study conference of the Canadian Insti-

tute of International Affairs which was held in Montreal on May
19th and 20th, 1934.

The rapporteurs presented verbal reports of the discussions

of the round tables at the dinner arranged in honour of the con-

ference by the Montreal Branch at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel on

May 20th. Copies were afterwards circulated to the members
of the round tables for comment and revision. The reports may
therefore be considered as having been adopted by the study

conference.

The report by Professor K. W. Taylor, rapporteur of the round

table on social and economic policy, has been incorporated in

The Canadian Economy and Its Problems1 as the concluding

chapter of Part I, under the title 'A Summary*. It is conse-

quently not a confidential document.

The report by Professor F. R- Scott, rapporteur of the round
table on the collective system, is not being released to the public.

It is marked 'Confidential: Not for Publication*, This does not

mean that the information contained in it may not be used ; for

the executive committee feel that discussion of these urgent

problems of Canadian foreign policy both by members of the

Institute and by the general public should be encouraged. The
report is headed in this way to ensure that persons who do not

fully understand the constitution and objects of the Institute

should not be misled into thinking that the Institute is com-
mitted to the views put forward in it.

The report is therefore confidential in the same sense as are

the meetings of the Institute, the rule on the confidential nature

of meetings reading as follows

:

In order that speakers may feel free to express their

opinions, all meetings of the Institute shall, unless

otherwise stated, be strictly private. Members shall

be free to use information received at any meeting of

the Institute, but it shall be a condition of such use that

the speaker's name shall not be quoted, nor the fact

mentioned that the information was obtained at a meet-

ing of the Institute.

1 The Canadian Economy and Its Problems, edited by H. A. Innis and
A. F. W. Plumptre; to be published on October 15th, 1934, by the Canadian
Institute of International Affairs. (For further information, see enclosed
leaflet.)



Members are free to show the report by Professor Scott to

non-members who they know will respect its confidential charac-

ter. They may also quote from this report and use the argu-

ments and information contained in it on condition that the

source is not given, and especially that the name of the Institute

is not mentioned.

This first study conference of the Institute was so successful

that conferences will probably be held annually during the two
or three days before the annual meeting of the Canadian Political

Science Association, unless some other time should be more con-

venient. As at the first study conference, membership will be

restricted to members of branch study groups.

It is probable that the question of collective security will

again be discussed at the 1935 study conference of the Institute,

since it is the central international problem at the present time.

For this reason and because collective security is the subject

under discussion at next year's session of the Permanent Con-

ference on International Studies, it is very important that it be

carefully studied by the Canadian Institute this year. The ex-

ecutive committee have approved of plans for the preparation

of a volume of essays on this subject to be presented to the Per-

manent Conference. They hope that all the branches will co-

operate in the preparation of this volume by establishing study

groups. The reports of these groups will form the basis for a

paper entitled Canadian Views on Collective Security, which will

form part of the projected volume.

If the study group work of the Institute is to continue to

develop great care must be taken to ensure that all important

points of view on public questions are represented in the mem-
bership of the Institute and of its study groups, as far as pos-

sible according to their strength in the community. It must
also be clearly understood that the business of a study group

is not necessarily to obtain unanimity, but is, on the contrary,

more often to set forth divergences. A strict adherence to these

rules will enable the Institute to make an ever increasing con-

tribution to the education of its own members and of the general

public on the many vital problems arising out of Canada's inter-

national relations.
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CANADIAN ECONOMIC POLICY
by

K. W. TAYLOR
Associate Professor of Political Economy at McMaster University.

The general subject laid down by the agenda was 'Problems of

Rigidity in the Canadian Economic Structure', and how it may
be possible, in a world of depression and in view of the increas-

ing tendencies toward economic nationalism, on the one hand

to mitigate its effects (i.e., to introduce a greater measure of

flexibility) , and on the other to provide a more just distribution

of the burdens entailed by this rigidity as between classes, in-

dustrial groups and geographic regions.

The problem is briefly this. Canada is subject to a violently

fluctuating social income. Whatever the absolute figures may be,

there is little doubt as to the relative figures in recent years.

Between 1929 and 1933 the social income has been cut in half.

In 1929 it may be estimated at about $6,000,000,000. In 1933 it

was hardly over $3,000,000,000. This violence of fluctuation is

due in part to the nature of our staple products. Our chief

product, wheat, is subject to the incalculable vagaries of nature.

Most of our staples, e.g. wheat and pulp and paper, have a rela-

tively inelastic demand. A substantial increase in stocks un-

accompanied by any increase in world requirements is apt to

bring about a very drastic fall in price. A heavy fall in price

does not very markedly increase consumption. Most of our

staples are of a kind that can be produced in a great many other

parts of the world, it may be at a somewhat higher cost, but

at a cost that many countries are quite willing to pay. Others,

e.g., minerals, are of a kind that are not required in any great

volume in periods of depression. In brief, in years of depression

the demand for many of our staples falls to a very low point,

and under a regime of restricted imports and a striving after

self-sufficiency others find themselves unwanted and displaced.

This general tendency has long existed. As far back as re-

corded statistics go the prices of the commodities Canada exports

have always fluctuated more violently than the prices of the

commodities Canada imports. And this phenomenon has tended
to become accentuated with the growth of a world economy and
the application of mass production technique to raw materials.
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As against this violent fluctuation in income Canada is sub-

ject to highly rigid costs or expenses.

1. Canada's vast natural resources have adorned many an

after-dinner speech and government brochure. The totals are

undoubtedly and genuinely impressive. But what has not been

emphasized is the rigidity of those resources. Large parts of

Canada are amazingly endowed for the production of some one

thing, but one thing only. Over a great part of the West it is

'wheat or nothing'. In large areas of the northern parts of

Central Canada it is 'pulp and paper or nothing', or 'copper or

nothing'. And so it goes on. Vast areas of Canada, which under

a happy conjunction of economic events are great sources of

wealth, simply have no alternative economic activity.

2. Many of our manufacturing industries are seriously lack-

ing in real flexibility of internal organization. In most of the

large scale industries, two, three, four or six corporations con-

trol from 75 to 95 per cent, of the output. The typical large

manufacturing company maintains an expensive coast to coast

selling and distributing organization, with its consequent burden

of overhead costs and a high degree of internal or managerial

rigidity.

3. The tariff adds a further factor of rigidity to the Canadian
economic structure. The tariff is primarily an instrument of

protection and when circumstances arise which indicate that the

existing rates are failing in this purpose, pleas for revision either

of rates or of administration of the tariff may usually expect

sympathetic consideration. The prices of manufactured goods

thus have a rigidity that is in strong contrast to the fluctuations

in the prices of raw materials, The price structure for manu-
factured goods, and for many imported goods, has a further

rigidity from price-fixing arrangements entered into from time

to time by the majority of manufacturers.

4. Immobility of capital and labour exists in Canada as in

other countries. In Canada, and in North America, the psycho-

logical obstacles to, and the trade union restrictions on, the mo-
bility of labour are less pronounced than in Great Britain, but

these factors are in part offset by geographic obstacles and also

by barriers of race and language.

5. It has become commonplace to refer to the heavy social

overhead costs that are part of the cost of building a nation in

Canada. A country of great length and little depth, a climate

that builds up enormous peak-load costs in a few weeks or at



the most in a few months of the year, demand a quantity and

quality of permanent capital works in railways, shipping, canals,

harbours and terminals, that are in full use for only a small

part of the year. These things are reflected both in the public

debt and in the expensive transportation system.

6. In a country of great distances with main centres of popu-

lation separated by hundreds of miles of almost uninhabited

territory, transportation costs must bulk large in the calcula-

tions of all producers. Railway rates possess necessarily a

highly rigid character, and transportation costs bear extremely

varying proportions to total costs. As the price of wheat falls

freight charges absorb an ever increasing proportion of the sell-

ing price. Water transport rates are much less rigid and the

costs of depression are more largely borne by the investor and

the employee.

7. The cost of government is notoriously rigid. No govern-

ment can lightly withdraw or drastically curtail services that it

has customarily provided, and any economies it may make in

years of depression are more than balanced by relief expendi-

tures, direct or indirect, or by deficits in services which in good

years pay their way or show a profit. Governmental costs pos-

sess a high degree of rigidity, exclusive of the service of the

debt. That this service adds to the rigidity is obvious.

8. Corporate and private debt is another conspicuous rigidity

in our social costs. The sum total of private debt is difficult to

estimate. The amount varies as between industries and pro-

ducers, but the burden is highly rigid and undoubtedly heavy.

While the burden may be temporarily sloughed off by individual

producers (as has been done by many corporations and by
thousands of farmers), it is done only at the risk of significant

alterations in property rights and the claims to future income.

9. Even in current costs there are a number of items of

rigidity. Commercial interest rates in Canada present a highly

rigid structure, and wage rates, especially in the more highly

organized centres and trades, respond but slowly to changing
conditions.

Canada thus presents an economy with widely fluctuating in-

come and highly rigid expenses. This lack of any close relation-

ship between income and expense means that with the vicissi-

tudes of business there are sudden and drastic shifts in the dis-

tribution of profits, and rapid, unexpected and highly inequitable

shifts in the heavy burdens entailed. The burdens of these rigid
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costs fall unevenly on different classes and industries, and since

our major industries exist largely in specialized geographic

areas, the burdens present the aspect of regional inequities.

The various economic classes—bond holder, stock holder, mort-

gagee, wage earner, mortgagor, landlord, salaried officer—suffer

in very different degrees. In agriculture the loss takes the con-

spicuous form of a drastic reduction in the standard of life of

practically all in the industry, a reduction that in wide areas has

reduced the farmer to a bare physical subsistence standard. In

manufacturing industry the loss takes the conspicuous form of

unemployment, and to a lesser extent of wage rate reductions,

the demotion of workers and the loss of interest and profits.

As between manufacturing industries there are wide differences.

For example, wage payments by main groups in 1932 ranged be-

tween 94 per cent, of 1929 payments in central electric stations

to 26 per cent, of 1929 payments in building and construction.

When we turn from description and analysis to the rather less

interesting problem of solutions, it is important to recognize the

existence of certain assumptions. Proposed solutions depend

necessarily on one's views as to the trend of things. Are con-

ditions fundamentally getting better or worse? Are we shaping

a course toward an economic status quo ante, touched up here or

there or in many places, or are we definitely moving toward a
socialist society? Much of the confusion of advice from able

and sincere experts is due to different views on these two
questions.

On two or three preliminary points the members of the round
table were in general agreement. There is a real need for a

greater accumulation and a better understanding of facts. A
better analytical knowledge of Canadian economic conditions is

essential, particularly since facile comparisons with, and analo-

gies from, Great Britain, the United States, Russia or some other

country are apt to be completely misleading. There is also a

need for more efficient and intelligently operated administrative

machinery, both in government and in the great quasi-public in-

dustries. It was also agreed that there is no single remedy.

The round table was fortunate in containing no enthusiasts with

simple panaceas. The problem must be attacked on all fronts.

Some of the means for amelioration discussed may be men-
tioned :

1. A strong case was advanced for radical political and

economic reconstruction on socialist lines. This received rather



limited support, but it was agreed that there was a great need

for organized thinking, objective in its approach and national

in its scope, and there was general support for the idea of some
sort of national economic council with the implication of a con-

siderable degree of social and economic planning.

2. Monetary policy was discussed at some length. The prob-

lem of raising the price level was not stressed. It was felt that

Canada's exposed position inevitably tied key prices to world

prices and that little effective action in this matter could origi-

nate in Canada. It was generally agreed that substantial re-

ductions in interest and debt burdens are of paramount urgency.

It was not possible to get agreement as to how this should be

done, and there was division of opinion on whether these cuts

should apply to interest rates only or should affect principal as

well.

3. The need for a development of more scientific and flexible

tax systems was emphasized. Much of our public debt is due to

the inflexibility of our tax systems which do not adapt themselves

quickly to meet unusual increases in expenditure. Moreover the

weight of taxation appears excessively heavy because the burden

is not well distributed.

4. Combination and cartelisation were examined as a pos-

sible solution. Experience, however, seems to show that cartel-

isation, or 'rationalisation', or 'industrial self-government', while

giving a certain scope for flexible adjustment in some matters,

generally tends to impose other and more serious rigidities,

especially in the price structure and in the channels of distribu-

tion.

5. Greater stability of the social income through a diversi-

fication of exports and a development of export markets is an
obvious solution. But in practice this meets many obstacles.

Some of them have been mentioned earlier, in the discussion of

the rigidities of our national resources. The growth of economic
nationalism and the trends towards greater degrees of self-

sufficiency, together wfth the cessation of increase and the

probable future decline in the population of Western Europe
offer little encouragement for more than just holding our own
in wheat exports.

6. In conclusion certain constitutional questions must be
faced. It has now become impossible to discuss Canadian eco-

nomic problems without constantly running up against the Bri-
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tish North America Act. From the point of view of this dis-

cussion the most urgent changes include

:

(a) Provision for uniform company legislation;

(b) The resolution of conflicts in relation to navigation and
power rights;

(c) The harmonization, if not unification, of industrial and
social legislation. In this connection there are certain

fairly well defined fields which should be placed under

federal jurisdiction at once. But in other fields concur-

rent jurisdiction is desirable, which, while providing

certain minimum standards, would permit a good deal of

experimentation on a smaller and more manageable scale

;

(d) The provision for adequate regulation on a national basis

of production and marketing in the great major indus-

tries. These industries not infrequently become problems

of great national concern;

(e) But most important of all is the need for a flexible amend-
ing procedure. In a world of comparatively rapid and
often unpredictable change, no rigid constitution can long

remain satisfactory, and a simple, easy, amending pro-

cedure is the only way to secure political flexibility.



Confidential.

Not for Publication.

THE COLLECTIVE SYSTEM
by

F. R. SCOTT

Professor of Civil Law at McGill University.

The Round Table opened with a discussion of the present

international situation. Canada was seen to be facing a world

of great insecurity, marked by the decline in power and prestige

of the League of Nations, the strengthening of economic nation-

alism and the growth of armaments- In this growing confusion

three main policies were suggested as being available to the

individual nations, namely the policies of isolation , of the balance

of power, and of the collective system of security. The poTIcy~of

isolation will mean that "each nation will aim at the maximum
self-sufficiency, refusing to make standing arrangements with

other nations in regard to international affairs. The policy of

the balance of power will involve particular nations allying them-

selves with others having similar interests, so that the world will

again, as in 1914, be arranged in a series of ententes and alliances.

Under a collective system, all or nearly all the nations will make
some general arrangements between themselves for settling dis-

putes and maintaining world peace. It was recognized, however,

that these policies are not mutually exclusive in practice, and
that, however incompatible they may be in theory, nevertheless

governments often attempt to pursue more than one at the same
time.

The nature and effect of the policies of isolation and balance

of power were then examined more closely. There was general

agreement with the view that, in the world of today, the policy

of isolation is impossible for all but a very few countries. The
great powers have financial and economic interests too widespread

to permit of it, and most of the smaller nations are involved in

some degree in the spheres of influence of the great powers. It

was noted that Russia has come progressively back into the world

arena after 1917; and while some argued that the United States

is tending to isolate herself from the Orient, as shown by the

withdrawal of the fleet from the Pacific and the promise of inde-

pendence to the Philippines, it was felt that this is a rash

assumption to draw from facts that are more easily explained

in terms of immediate policy and the lobbying of American sugar
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interests. However much politicians in various countries may
extol isolation, it is not conceivable as a general world policy.

As far as Canada is concerned, an attempt at isolation will neces-

sitate our quitting the Commonwealth, and this will merely bring

us more than ever within the sphere of American imperialism.

This left two alternatives : the balance of power, or a collective

system. The discussion then turned upon the consequences of

the general adoption by the world of the policy of the balance of

power. Attempts to maintain peace by this method, it was
observed, have invariably failed in the past. Such arrangements
tend to instability and hence to war, for each group of allied

powers is constantly seeking to upset the balance by making
itself stronger than its rivals, and a declining group is tempted

to force an issue before it loses its relative superiority. Indeed,

as one member of the Round Table expressed it, the only stable

balance of power is one in which one side enormously preponder-

ates in military strength. If today international politics is going

to develop into a scramble for the most powerful allies, armed
conflict is certain to result sooner or later.

The remaining policy, that of an effective collective system,

seemed thus to offer the only possibility of enduring peace. Here
it was promptly pointed out that in fact the League of Nations

from its inception has been nothing more than a balance of power
— the nations satisfied with the Treaty of Versailles being united

in the League to keep in subjection the dissatisfied powers. What
is happening now is merely the recognition of this fact, and the

withdrawing from the League of the dissatisfied members in

order that they may form their own balance of power outside.

Considerable objection to this view, however, was voiced. It was
maintained by some that there is a real difference between the

League as it existed till 1932, even admitting its weaknesses, and

the sort of balance of power world which existed prior to 1914

and which is rapidly coming into existence again. The difference

is partly quantitative, partly qualitative. The League up to 1932

had in fact achieved the allegiance of most of the small powers

and all but two great powers, and one of the latter, the United

States, was working in close collaboration with it. The Kellogg

Pact was even more inclusive. No similar world organization was
in existence before the war. But more than that, the League

before 1932 was distinguishable from a mere balance of power in

the manner of its operation. It followed the methods of public

discussion and arbitration ; its solutions could fairly be described

as being based on law. The balance of power world relies entirely
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on secret diplomacy, and its solutions rest ultimately on force.

As to whether these differences are not more apparent than real,

no conclusion was reached, but all agreed that a League of Na-
tions without Germany, Japan, Russia and the United States

—

and a Peace Pact without sanctions—could no longer call them-

selves a 'collective' system.

The Round Table then proceeded to apply to Canada the results

of its analysis of present international politics. Complete isola-

tion being ruled out as a possibility, and there being no proper

collective system in existence, it followed from the previous line

of argument that Canada is facing a balance of power situation

which, if not set in order by an improved collective system, will

involve war between some of the major powers. If Great Britain

stays out of that war Canada can probably stay out also, but the

likelihood of Great Britain remaining at peace in any war between

great powers seems extremely remote, particularly if hostilities

break out in Europe. If Great Britain takes part in the war,

Canada, it was felt, will almost certainly be dragged in too.

Various reasons led to this conclusion. In the first place, a great

part of the inert public opinion in Canada will move in the same
direction as that of Great Britain in the event of a sudden out-

break of war involving Great Britain. A government in Canada
with only mildly imperialist leanings may easily, in such a crisis,

commit the country to participation. This is the more probable

because of the constitutional unity of the Commonwealth, which
automatically makes us, from the point of view of international

law, the enemy of any state with whom the United Kingdom
is at war. It is true that the nature and degree of help which
Canada might wish to render is left, by understandings of the

Imperial Conferences, solely to the discretion of the Canadian
government. What is called 'passive belligerency', or non-parti-

cipation by a Dominion in a British war, is thus conceivable in

theory. But members of the Round Table felt that this epicene

state will be impossible to maintain in face of the provocations

of war. Even without the Commonwealth connection the pre-

servation of neutrality in a major war would involve almost in-

superable difficulties for a nation as much dependent as is Canada
on overseas trade. As for passive belligerency, such simple

favours to Great Britain as allowing her ships to coal in Canadian
ports or permitting recruiting for her forces would destroy our

claim to be treated as passive belligerents. It was even suggested

that Canada is under contractual obligations to Great Britain to

allow the use of certain ports and military stations, and that this
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was a condition agreed upon on the withdrawal of British troops

from Canadian soil. No accurate information was obtainable on
this point, but the close relations existing between our Depart-

ment of National Defence and the equivalent military and naval

departments in England were looked upon as highly suggestive

of some sort of understanding of this character. It was noted

how members of the Canadian permanent forces are sent regu-

larly to England for training, and how Canadian army regulations

and equipment are coordinated with those of the British army.

At critical moments on the eve of war the advice of the military

authorities is apt to become only too influential, and in Canada
this advice would be imperialist in its sympathies.

In this connection it was further pointed out that the Depart-

ment of National Defence at Ottawa is the only Canadiangovern-
mental department which has the right to communicate direct

with its opposite number in London, without having to use the

channel of the Department of External Affairs. The Defence

Department also assists in the publication of The Defence Quar-

terly, a journal whose editorials are opposed to the principles

of the collective system and are of a strongly militarist charac-

ter, though it is in part subsidized by public money and goes

out under government frank. Both these pieces of information

evoked considerable criticism. In regard to the first, many of

the members were of the opinion that, while direct communica-
tion on routine matters might be desirable, all communications

involving defence policy should pass through the hands of the

Department of External Affairs so that the civil authorities

should be kept fully informed of all preparations and understand-

ings. It was felt, too, that the civilian viewpoint should be more
fully represented than at present on all intra-imperial committees

studying matters of defence. In regard to The Defence Quarterly,

there was a general feeling that a publication subsidized by the

Dominion should not permit the members of the defence forces,

who are one branch of the civil service, to express their personal

opinions on matters of high policy; though some few members
considered the publication of such merit that they were unwilling

to see it muzzled in any way.

The discussion had now reached this point: this is a balance

of power world at the moment, and if it remains so war is inevit-

able. Great Britain will be involved and with her Canada, passive

belligerency being impracticable. The question that immediately

followed was: Will Canadians fight in that war? At once it was
admitted that a great many of them simply will not, Common-
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wealth or no Commonwealth. An attempt on the part of those

who want to fight to conscript those who do not will probably

result in civil war. When one member complained that the whole

argument at this point was becoming positively Gilbertian, a

South African member reminded him that exactly the same situa-

tion presented itself in South Africa in 1914 and assured him
that the civil war which followed was anything but Gilbertian.

Pursuing the enquiry further, it was agreed that Canadian oppo-

sition to the war will be by no means clear-cut on racial lines;

that the division may well run on class lines, if not—as a junior

member suggested—on age lines. Some thought that the charac-

ter of the war will determine the degree of support it will receive

in Canada—a war in defense of the collective system, for instance,

being more popular than one fought on the Locarno Pact. To
this it was remarked that it can be predicted with absolute cer-

tainty that Great Britain's next war, no matter how it arises,

will be both a 'defensive' war and also one fought to maintain

the collective system; and that one danger in the present situa-

tion lies precisely in the fact that the existence of a League of

Nations can be used, by any diplomats worth their keep, to give

the colour of right to any war in which the great powers in the

League may be involved. Instead of fighting to make the world

safe for democracy, we shall be expected to fight to make it safe

for the collective system. Most of the members agreed that such

an appeal would carry small weight with them if the collective

system were not vastly superior to the existing international

organization.

Faced with the dismal prospect of another great war followed

by a Canadian civil war, the Round Table examined the possibili-

ties of keeping Canada out of the war altogether. The suggestion

that the Dominion might declare her absolute neutrality and still

retain membership in the Commonwealth through the constitu-

tional device of the personal union, such as formerly existed be-

tween England and Hanover, though supported by some legalistic

argument, was dismissed as mere hair-splitting; such a declara-

tion, it was felt, will amount to secession. Thus in the event of

war there seemed no way to save Canada except by the break-up
of the Commonwealth, with all the danger this will hold of
eventual absorption by the United States. Even so, many mem-
bers said they would prefer this policy to one which threatened

to split Confederation on the issue of imperial defence, and they
would be willing to sacrifice the Commonwealth, if need be, for
the sake of Canadian unity. If union with the United States were
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to follow, it could only happen because our interests as a North
American state lay in that direction.

From this point the discussion turned towards the only other

policy that holds out any hope of saving Canada from a disastrous

dilemma, namely the policy of building up a strong collective

system. It was now clear to everyone just what the Toronto
Conference of September, 1933, had meant when it concluded

that the collective system must be preserved if the Common-
wealth is to continue in existence. Balance of power politics

means war and war will strain to the breaking point the bonds

of Empire. The idea of rebuilding the League may appear Utop-

ian at the moment—indeed to some it seemed quite hopeless.

Nevertheless, the attempt must be made simply because there is

no other way out. On any realistic analysis of the whole situa-

tion, the re-establishment of machinery for collective world action

becomes, not only not Utopian, but in fact the only practical policy

for preserving peace. Even those members of the Round Table

who believed that the capitalist powers are controlled by economic

groups who will never submit to an international rule of law, and
who felt that no proper collective system can be created until

these economic groups are destroyed, admitted that the advance

to peace must be made on all fronts at the same time and that

the attempt to secure effective international co-operation is worth
making even in a world of competitive capitalism.

Accordingly the problem of reconstructing the collective system

was examined in some detail. The League of Nations has oper-

ated more as an agency for defending the statics quo than as an

authority for repairing the injustices that have arisen since 1919.

The important claims for revision of treaties have been settled

outside the League and not by the application of Article XIX of

the Covenant. The existing machinery of the League, the World

Court and the Kellogg Pact clearly need a fairly thorough over-

hauling. Nothing short of a perilous programme will suffice. In

the light of the experience of the past fifteen years it may be said

that the world community, if it is to ensure both peace and jus-

tice, must fulfil the following requirements. It must be founded

upon the renunciation by all nations of the use of force as an

instrument of national policy. The sincerity of that renunciation

must be made evident by immediate destruction by all nations of

the arms denied to Germany by the Treaty of Versailles, and by

an engagement that, within a defined period, all national arma-

ments will be simultaneously and entirely abolished. In order to

diminish the number and intensity of international disputes effec-
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tive machinery must be set up for the elimination, as far as

possible, of the causes of those disputes. Since disputes will,

nevertheless, arise, some substitute for war must be provided as

a method of settling them ; machinery is therefore necessary for

the just settlement of all disputes, even if they arise out of mat-

ters which are now considered to be solely within the domestic

jurisdiction of states.

The world community must also include at least all the great

powers. This does not necessarily mean that they must all be

members of the League, though this is a desirable objective. It

probably means at least the return of Japan and Germany to the

League and the adherence of the United States and the Soviet

Union to the Disarmament Convention. All the great powers

must agree to accept the supervision of a permanent disarmament
commission ; must be willing to consult together if the Disarma-

ment Convention or the Kellogg Pact are broken ; and, if violations

are established, must be prepared to prohibit the sale to the re-

calcitrant state of armaments and of those dozen or so raw
materials essential to the manufacture of armaments. Finally,

the world community must have power to enforce its law, and the

necessary sanctions must be definite, certain and automatic.

The difficulty of attaining these objectives was, of course, fully

recognized. Concessions will have to be made by many powers,

and in particular the special demands of such countries as Ger-

many and Japan will have to be met in part. The possibility of

bringing back the dissatisfied powers will be the greater in

proportion as the new collective system is designed to make
alterations in the status quo and to meet new legitimate demands
as they arise. It was generally felt, too, that the existing collec-

tive system, though defective, offers the most reasonable starting

point, and that, however difficult the task may be, nothing short

of the drastic programme suggested will suffice to meet the prob-

lems of international organization. The great strength of the

case for reform lies in the fact that, even for those states which
would appear superficially to have least to gain and most to lose

by the proposed reconstruction, collective organization represents

the most profitable policy in the long run.

Having agreed upon the essential steps that must be taken to

create an effective collective system, the Round Table then pro-

ceeded to enquire what would be Canada's obligations as a member
of this strengthened organization. The question was discussed

under several heads. First were considered those matters which
give rise to international disputes, and in the elimination of which
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Canada would have to co-operate. The need of the 'open door* in

colonial possessions is one. If powers like Japan, Germany and
Italy have inadequate colonial outlets and are at the same time
excluded from access to the raw materials in other colonies (e.g.

the British) they will continue to feel aggrieved and will be forced

by economic pressure to seek expansion by any means at their

command. To remove this source of international friction it was
suggested that the mandate principle might be applied to all

territories of a mandate type. If this were done to the British

crown colonies Canada will lose her present preferential position

in regard to trade with them. The general feeling seemed to be

that if the mandate principle were applied at all the decision as

to how and to whom it should be applied must be placed in the

hands of some international body.

The question of the international control of raw materials and
international planning in general was next examined, with par-

ticular reference to Canada. At the present moment nations have

the legal right to take steps which may ruin the economic life of

other nations. This right will have to be restricted if the

economic causes of war are to be eliminated. Such things as

co-operation between central banks, tariff truces, and control

of certain raw materials so that all nations may have a free right

to purchase, were mentioned as desirable. It soon became appar-

ent, however, that effective international planning will not get

very far unless there is a considerable degree of national planning

within each state, and this opened up a field of controversy that

there was no time to enter. But of the need of some form of

international control and of Canada's obligation to support it

there was no doubt.

In regard to minorities, it was agreed that an international

minorities convention and a permanent minorities commission

will be required in the collective system. Canada should, it was
felt, adhere to the convention in so far as it means granting

equality of general rights to all her citizens. But on some
questions—education, for example—this country has minority

problems which are peculiar to itself and which could not be

satisfactorily dealt with by international agreement.

A more reasonable attitude toward Chinese immigration and

a more regular ratification of draft international conventions are

two other positive steps which it was felt Canada should take to

help eradicate the causes of disputes. There is no reason why
Chinese citizens should not be allowed as free an entry to Canada

as Japanese, and the existing ban on Chinese immigrants should
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be replaced, as was done with Japan, by a gentleman's agreement

admitting a certain number per year. As for the draft interna-

tional conventions, most of which are now refused ratification by

the Dominion government on a plea of lack of jurisdiction under

the B.N.A. Act, it was suggested that, since the constitutional

question has never been adjudicated, the Dominion government

should ratify the conventions, and in case the ratification is held

ultra vires, a suitable amendment to the B.N.A. Act should be

sought giving the power to the federal authority.

Canada's obligations in regard to disarmament and League

sanctions were then discussed. It was agreed that the general

policy of disarmament which Canada should support should be

along the lines suggested in the joint letter which appeared in the

New Statesman and Nation for December 23rd, 1933,—namely
the defining of an aggressor, agreement as to sanctions against

aggressors, the internationalization of civil aviation, abolition of

national armaments by stages, limitation of total expenditure on

armaments and cessation of manufacture of arms for private

profit. Of a general disarmament programme the only parts

which will have special significance for Canada will be the inter-

nationalization of civil aviation and some degree of control over

the Canadian nickel industry. It was thought that Canada should

agree to the former proposal. Without investigating the matter

more fully, members of the Round Table were prepared also to

accept the idea that Canada's nickel industry should submit to

such control as the Permanent Disarmament Commission might
consider necessary.

As for the sanctions under the League Covenant, which it had
been agreed will have to be certain, definite and automatic in a

revised collective system, the general feeling was that Canada
should pass a Peace Act making it the duty of the government
of the day to enforce by proclamation the sanctions authorized

by the League, thus avoiding the necessity of a parliamentary

debate. No agreement was reached, however, as to whether the

Canadian constitution should include, after the manner of the

new Spanish constitution, a provision making a declaration of

war illegal unless in accordance with Canada's obligations under

the Covenant.

The final work of the Round Table was to consider in the light

of the above discussion what should be the immediate aims of

Canadian foreign policy. Certain premises were now agreed on.

Only a collective system holds any possibility of maintaining

peace. War will confront Canada with a choice between secession
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or internal conflict amounting probably to civil war. Peace, and
therefore a collective system, is a prerequisite for the continued

existence of the Commonwealth. A bold policy of reform will

alone suffice to construct an effective collective system.

The primary aim of an immediate foreign policy for Canada,

then, should be the strengthening of the collective system by
support of the specific proposals for reform already outlined.

Canada should at once implement this policy by every means in

her power, and must not hesitate to take initial steps where other

powers have not acted.

Proceeding from this basis, it was felt that Canada should exert

a great deal more influence upon British foreign policy than she

has yet done, along lines favourable to the collective system.

Recent examples of Canada's association with British policy, not-

ably in regard to Manchuria, were cited as showing how we have
sometimes failed to take an independent stand, and have followed

a British lead even when it runs directly counter to the interests

of peace. Canadian policy must be independent in order that it

may be free to support the League. This will involve a develop-

ment and extension of our diplomatic service, since at the present

moment the Canadian government has to depend upon British

sources of information for most of its knowledge of world events.

Independent information is necessary for independent influence

and Canadian information would also be of value to the British in

supplementing what they receive from their own agents. One
needed development is the appointment of a full time minister

as head of the Department of External Affairs. An active stand-

ing parliamentary committee on foreign affairs might be another

useful addition to the machinery at Ottawa, enabling the House
of Commons to be kept better informed, and acting as a useful

instrument for educating public opinion. There will also have to

be further Canadian legations established at important world

centres, and the diplomatic functions of the ministers must be

distinguished sharply from the economic duties of trade commis-

sioners. A similar extension of the consular service is also desir-

able. The history of Canadian representation at Washington,

Paris and Tokyo shows that Canadian and British diplomats can

work together in a way that is mutually satisfactory.

Another improvement in Canadian diplomatic practice would

be a more careful selection of representatives to international con-

ferences and to the League. Instances were cited of cases where

Canadian delegates, totally inexperienced in such work, were only

informed of their appointment a few days before they were due
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to sail, so that no preparation for their duties was possible. In

this connection it was suggested that a resident minister should

be appointed to Geneva. It was agreed that the present rather

casual practice indicates an indifference to much of the League's

work, and is therefore to be deprecated. Some thought, however,

that representation at Geneva will be weakened if it is isolated,

and that instead of having a special minister there it might be

advisable to have the High Commissioner at London or the Minis-

ter at Paris fill both positions.

Toward the United States Canadian foreign policy should re-

main one of close and friendly co-operation. Canada undoubtedly

has a role to fill as an interpreter between Great Britain and the

United States; but here again her ability to assist British and

American understanding will be the greater the more she is able

to adopt an independent line of action. The possibility of the

United States joining the League of Nations seems remote, but

her co-operation with the League and her support of the Kellogg

Pact, on the other hand, seem likely to be secured in a degree to

make a revised collective system possible. Canadian policy vis-

a-vis Washington should aim at this result. One specific proposal

which Canada might make would be for an 'all-in* arbitration

treaty with the United States. There is a good chance of its

adoption and, if adopted, it will establish a notable precedent in

American diplomatic history.

A greater use of our influence with Great Britain and the other

Dominions, co-operation with the United States, all aiming at a

revision of the present international organization along lines

earlier laid down—such should be the bases of an immediate for-

eign policy for Canada. However Utopian the ultimate goal may
appear, no other more intelligent policy can be devised. Yet many
members of the Round Table felt that the possibility of failure

of this policy must be kept constantly in mind, and the conse-

quences frankly faced. These consequences involve, as has been
decided, war and civil war, or a declaration of neutrality which
will mean Canadian secession from the Commonwealth. There
is, of course, also the possibility that a declaration of neutrality

may itself involve civil war. Once more the war issue arose in

the discussion, and again the consensus was that until a collective

system worth defending has been created there is no conceivable

war in sight in which it will be to Canada's interest to take part.

It was suggested that public discussion of these fundamental
problems should be encouraged, in order that public opinion

should be prepared for any emergency that may arise. It was felt
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to be only fair also to the British public that it should know that

Great Britain cannot rely upon any gentleman's agreement that

Canada will assist her in every war. It should know, in short, that

the Commonwealth is not an offensive and defensive alliance.

Another view expressed, however, was that it is more important

to concentrate upon the objective of a revised collective system,

than to attempt to decide in advance what Canada will do in the

event of her being drawn into another war through her political

connections. Public opinion can change very rapidly on interna-

tional matters, and the present dark outlook may well give way
to one more hopeful. With a constructive policy towards the col-

lective system such as here put forward, based on the experience

and achievement of the past, even a small nation like Canada can

play an important part in the re-establishment of peace on secure

foundations.
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